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means being unafraid to correct
mistakes. 

Backing a “Labour Brexit” is an
oxymoron that any voter can see
through, Leave or Remain. In order
to be “Labour”, any deal would have
to stop a hard border in Ireland;
retain freedom of movement; and
prevent massive economic
dislocation and a US-and-WTO-
brokered race to the bottom. 

No such Brexit deal, were one even
possible, would satisfy ardent
Leavers. What it would do is further
alienate and disperse the very large
numbers of Labour supporters, the
bedrock of the Corbyn project, who
abandoned Labour for the Greens in
the European elections because they
rightly back Remain.

Many leftwing Labour members will
be dismayed by the result of

SOCIALIST REMAINERS: ORGANISE!

Continued overleaf...

The “fudge” position on Brexit
adopted by conference yesterday
represents political failure and a
stumbling block to Labour winning a
General Election. Socialist Labour
Remainers need to organise to
promote internationalist politics, and
rally Labour’s pro-Remain base.

That the debate happened at all was a
step forward. By refusing to accept
fudges and compromises at the
compositing stage, and by organising
with a determination that matches
the urgency of the hour, Remain
CLPs were able to force the
arguments around Brexit within
Labour into the open, where our half-
million-strong membership could
watch online and assess them for
themselves. 

By and large the arguments for the
leadership fudge position were
alarmingly bad, generally little more
than appeals to loyalty to the
leadership. It is telling that whereas
at last year’s conference proposing a
second referendum was criticised by

many as an act of hostility to Corbyn,
this year a second referendum has
become the badge of loyalty, simply
because the leadership now endorses
it.

Labour for a Socialist Europe, whose
supporters backed Corbyn in two
leadership elections, would counter
that real solidarity and party spirit

That the debate happened at all is a
step forward for Labour. Losing our
fear of “appearing divided” and
taking on difficult debates in public
is a mark of maturity and political
courage. Quiet servility or hiding
important disagreements is fine for
Lib Dems or Tories but
impermissible in a socialist party.

But it was far from a model of good
democratic debate. While it seems
that the result was against the
Remainers, the vote by show of

hands was close enough, and the
issue important enough, that a card
vote was warranted. For the chair to
refuse a card vote (to avoid the
slightest risk of an adverse result?)
was wrong. 

Even worse was the group of
opponents of the motion, who saw
this abuse of democratic functioning
as a great victory for their “side”
and whooped and cheered the
decision to deny a card vote. To win,
Labour needs to be capable of
serious and comradely argument.
Cutting democratic corners to beat
the other side won’t help us do that.

No card vote?
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Why freedom of movement is so impoRtant

green new deal: debate the issues
The compositing meeting on Green
New Deal motions split three ways.
One motion, supported by the GMB
union, included some radical bits
but, crucially, no target for
suppressing carbon emissions. 

The second, backed by far more CLPs
and with the Fire Brigades Union as
the mover, was more radical and
specifically included a target of net-
zero carbon emissions by 2030, but
hedged round with qualification. 

The third, proposed by Leicester
South, was more radical still, and
included an unambiguous 2030 net-
zero target. (See bit.ly/gnd-3 for the
full texts of all three.)

Having told the CLPs proposing the
third motion it would be taken,
Labour’s Conference Arrangements

Committee has now declared it will
not be. Simple: if you don’t like a
motion, just put it in the bin!

This is, obviously, outrageous on the
level of democracy and basic
reasonable behaviour. It comes after
earlier controversy in the
compositing process for the GND
motions.

It means that, if the CAC gets its
way, delegates will be denied the
right to discuss and vote on:

• An unambiguous 2030 target.
• Ending airport expansion (not
included in either of the other two
motions).
• Public ownership of banking and
finance (ditto).

The two other motions have been

shaped by and taken lots of demands
and wording from the more radical
GND motion the Clarion promoted
to conference – on free or cheap
public transport, full public
ownership of energy, repealing all
anti-union laws and more (see
bit.ly/rad-gnd). We are pleased and
proud about that. But that is no
excuse to deny conference the right
to vote on more controversial – but,
frankly, vital – radical policies.

Delegates should overturn the CAC's
decision, reinstate the Leicester South
motion, and pass all three. And, ask
questions about why this kind of
thing still goes on.

Republished with slight adaptations
from the Clarion blog
(bit.ly/gndvscac)

By Vijay Jackson, Political officer and delegate for Edinburgh Central CLP
Being a socialist means being an
internationalist. Some arguments on
the "left" against freedom of
movement go as follows:

1) ‘Foreign’ labour undercuts the
wages of ‘British’ labour
2) We need a fairer, ‘less Eurocentric’

immigration system
3) We need to listen to ‘legitimate
concerns’ about immigration

The solution to low wages is
to organise and unionise

This is a struggle in which
many migrant workers are playing a
key part, from cleaners and couriers
to NHS workers and teaching
assistants. To win this fight, we need
to repeal all anti-trade union laws.

how is ending Freedom of
Movement meant to help the
migrants drowning while
trying to cross the

Mediterranean?

Brexit will not dismantle Fortress
Europe, but merely reinforce Fortress
Britain. It defies logic to think that
curtailing the rights of hundreds of
millions of workers on the continent
will somehow improve the lot of
workers elsewhere. We must fight
the racist immigration policies of
European institutions by building
international solidarity. 

Making things worse for Polish
workers will not make things easier
for Indian workers, but it is likely to

strengthen the system of border
controls which hurt both. ‘Tougher
controls’ is a phrase that hides harsh
reality of immigration raids,
detention centres, and deportations.
A Labour government should play
no part in such a disgraceful system
but should open the borders for all.

Socialists are persuaders and
convincers. 

We cannot persuade if we are
dishonest about our beliefs. If people
have accepted right-wing ideas
peddled by the press, we should
challenge them and change their
mind. Let’s win the battle of ideas,
starting right here at party
conference.
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yesterday’s vote. Some will
contemplate leaving the Party. We
say: stay and organise.

There is an urgent need for an open,
internationalist voice for Labour. The
voice of the vast majority of Labour
members and voters who back
Remain must be heard, as must the
voice of the UK’s overwhelmingly

anti-Brexit trade union membership.
The approach of the General Election
makes this all the more urgent: the
Brexiteer culture war that the Tories
will unleash makes an
internationalist, socialist response
vital, and triangulation fatal.

Labour for a Socialist Europe calls on
pro-Remain Labour activists to
organise public activity and debates

in their communities and
workplaces, to win members and
voters to Labour on a socialist basis,
and to raise the socialist arguments
for Remain that will win us the
coming referendum.

If you want to join Labour for a
Socialist Europe in this urgent work,
contact us at
labourforasocialisteurope.org
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